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How the IMF and the World Bank 
Affect African Decision Making 

by Carol Lancaster 

The International Monetary Fund and the World Bank have come to wield 
unprecedented influence over economic policies a11d institutions in 
sub-Saharan Africa in the 1980s. This influence, which also has political 
implications, derives from the interaction of four factors: 

(1) The ability of these institutions to provide trade-dependent and 
import-starved African governments with quick-dispersing foreign exchange 
to boost imports. 

(2) The role of these institutions in certifying a government as eligible for a 
Paris Club debt rescheduling and deserving of additional resource flows . 
Donors increasingly require that African countries have in place a 
stabilization program with the Fund and occasionally a structural adjustment 
program with the World Bank as a prerequisite for additional aid . An IMF 
program is required by creditors as a prerequisite for rescheduling any debts . 

(3) The practice by the international financial institutions (IFis) of lobbying 
other donors for additional aid once an African government has an 
acceptable adjustment program in place . In a number of African cases, the 
World Bank has used donor "consultative groups" as vehicles for this 
lobbying. These groups hold periodic meetings, chaired by the Bank, at 
which governments' policies and overall investment plans are reviewed and 
donor aid commitments are made . By calling a consultative group session, 
the Bank puts pressure on donors to provide more funds in support of the 
adjustment program of a particular country. 

(4) The fact that African governments now have virtually no sources for 
significant increases in foreign exchange other than the international 
financial institutions. Western donors no longer use their aid programs to 
compete with each other for influence in Africa as they did in the 1960s and 
1970s, and the Soviet Union too has become less inclined to engage in aid 
competition. Even as early as 1982, Moscow responded to a request from 
the government of Ghana for additional aid by suggesting that Accra go to 
the IMF. Commercial bank lending largely dried up in 1982 and seems 
likely to remain sharply restricted. And while prices for many African 
primary-product exports have strengthened in recent months, these prices 
still remain low in historical terms and are not expected to increase 
dramatically in the near future . 

The techniques employed by the IFis to exert their influence have included 
efforts to persuade African officials of the validity of their recommendations 
through "policy dialogues"; efforts to pressure African borrowers to initiate 
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economic reforms and institutional changes through 
conditioning their lending on policy reforms; and efforts 
to educate senior and middle-ranking African economic 
managers through periodic seminars and conferences in 
the United States, Europe, and Africa. The World Bank 
in particular has sought to build support within African 
countries by creating advisory groups of prominent 
Africans, hiring Africans as consultants, and engaging in 
other public relations activities. And where necessary 
and possible, IF! officials have circumvented official 
channels of communication (e.g. , ministers of finance) 
and taken their views or recommendations directly to 
heads of state . 

IMF Changes Since 1980 
The objectives pursued by the IMF and the World Bank 
in Africa have shifted since the era of policy-based 
lending began in 1980. Policy-based lending was new for 
the World Bank, which had lent previously mainly to 
finance specific projects. The Fund had long conditioned 
its lending on policy reforms by borrowers. But its 
lending in sub-Saharan Africa had remained limited 
throughout the 1960s and most of the 1970s. 

From 1980 to 1983, the IMF was the lead agency and 
the principal objective of its lending was "stabilization"
i.e. , reversing the deterioration in the balance of 
payments of African borrowers primarily through 
currency adjustments, restrictions on domestic credit 
creation, and reductions in government expenditures. 

The IMF "model" of what was supposed to happen in 
Africa and the rest of the world was that the Fund and 
the borrowing country would agree on a set of policy 
reforms; the borrower would then implement those 
reforms; and the Fund would disperse its loan in tranches 
based on periodic reviews of borrower performance. 
Reforms would simultaneously restrain domestic demand 
and promote increased production and exports in the 
borrowing country and so would reduce the deficit in the 
balance of payments to a sustainable level. Economic 
growth would resume and the borrowing government 
would repay its loan to the IMF. 

By 1983, the directors and management of the IMF (as 
well as its African critics) recognized that the "model" had 
failed in Africa. The Fund's policy reforms, even when 
fully implemented and sustained, restrained demand but 
produced little in the way of a supply response. All too 
frequently, the positive effects of reforms were 
overwhelmed by external shocks. Governments were 
forced to return for successive loans and IMF monies 
were increasingly tied up in African programs. What was 
supposed to have been a mutually rewarding tryst was 
becoming an unhappy marriage between the Fund and 
its African borrowers. 

At this point, the IMF began to reduce its lending in 
Africa. A total shutdown was not possible, in part 
because developed countries wanted the Fund to 
continue as gatekeeper to Paris Club debt reschedulings 
and to increased aid flows . Moreover, the IMF could not 
just take its money and depart without causing major 

dislocations in the economies of African borrowers short 
of foreign exchange. In theory, the recently created $8 
billion enhanced structural adjustment facility could 
refinance on concessional terms the relatively "hard" 
(high-interest) IMF loans in those instances where loans 
cannot be repaid as originally agreed. But to date this 
program has been slow to disperse its funds . 

The sobering fact is that the IMF continues even now 
to take $500 million more out of Africa (in repayment of 
earlier loans) per year than it lends in new money. 
Furthermore , no one knows how the cases of countries 
now in substantial arrears (e.g., Sudan and Zambia), and 
the handful of other countries beginning to build up 
arrears, will ultimately be handled. 

The World Bank 
At the beginning of the 1980s, the World Bank started 
its own programs of policy-based lending through its 
sector adjustment and structural adjustment loans. The 
Bank's vision, however, was different from that of the 
Fund. The organization's leadership recognized that 
stabilization policies might be necessary in Africa but 
would by no means be sufficient to promote economic 
recovery and renewed growth. More fundamental 
structural changes to improve the efficiency of resource 
use were required. At first , the Bank was unclear 
whether its emphasis should be on improving the 
efficiency of African governments or on reducing the role 
of those governments in their economies. Both views 
are present in the 1983 World Development Report. 

The early 1980s experiments in upgrading the abilities 
of African governments to manage their economies 
through "institution building" proved disappointing. 
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After 1983, the weight of opinion within the World 
Bank clearly shifted in favor of encouraging a reduction 
in the role of the state in African economies. This 
reflects a belief that the private-sector discipline of 
having to make a profit will result in a more efficient use 
of resources. 

Supported reforms have included ending controls on 
prices, establishing incentive prices in those sectors of 
the economy where government controls remain in 
effect, reducing the size of public employment, 
privatizing government agencies, liberalizing trade and 
exchange controls, and revising investment codes so as 
to encourage private investment. 

Mixed Results 
It is difficult to obtain a realistic determination of the 
present extent of economic restructuring programs in 
Africa. There are no public sources that consistently 
report on reform programs, and even knowing what 
governments have promised does not necessarily tell one 
what they have actually done. In addition, reforms are 
often reversible. Today's reformer can be tomorrow's 
recidivist, as Presidents Mohammed Siad Barre of 
Somalia and Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia have recently 
reminded us. 

Nevertheless, a look at available materials suggests that 
over 20 sub-Saharan African countries (including 

· Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Madagascar, Malawi, 
Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, and Togo) are undertaking 
IMF stabilization and World Bank structural adjustment 
reform programs. A handful (including Benin, 
Cameroon, and Congo) are engaged in IMF stabilization 
programs only; several others (including Burkina Faso, 
Ethiopia, and Zimbabwe) are implementing their own 
reform programs without IMF or World Bank help; four 
countries (Botswana, Cape Verde, Mauritius, and 
Swaziland) have managed their economies well enough 
not to need reform programs at present; and five 
(Liberia, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, and Zambia) 
have begun and later aborted IMF- or World Bank
supported reform programs. 

It is also clear that the number of countries in IMF and 
World Bank reform programs has grown substantially 
over recent years and that the scope of these programs 
has broadened. The typical progression appears to be 
from a government's own reform program to an IMF 
stabilization program and then to an IMF stabilization 
program combined with a World Bank structural 
adjustment program. 

With all this reforming, what have the results been? 
There are no African success stories to date in which 
stabilization and structural adjustment have resulted in 
economic recovery and sustained growth. Mauritius, if 
it were not such a singular case, might fit this category. 

There is evidence that reforming countries are 
enjoying higher growth rates than nonreformers (but at 
this point the key reason for these rates may be the 
larger aid flows often channeled toward reformers). 
There is also reason to believe that incentive prices for 
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agriculture (especially if reinforced by good weather) are 
effective in stimulating increased agricultural production. 
Similarly, some manufacturing firms in reforming 
countries, with expanded incentives and (above all) 
improved access to foreign exchange, have increased 
their capacity utilization. 

These are examples of economic recovery, not yet 
sustained growth. Prerequisites for successful structural 
adjustment are the improved technology that would 
enable farmers to expand their productivity and the new 
investment in manufacturing and services that would 
expand and diversify production in these sectors. 

Obstacles to improved agricultural technologies are 
primarily institutional. Basic technologies to increase the 
productivity of many African crops do exist, but the local 
research and extension services necessary to adapt and 
deliver these technologies to the farmer are weak or 
nonexistent in most of Africa. Structural adjustment can 
do little to address this problem. 

Questions concerning new investment in 
manufacturing and services are even more sobering. Are 
the neoclassical economists correct in their assertion 
that, with sufficient incentives, private entrepreneurs will 
emerge, invest , and eventually produce efficiently, not 
only in the informal sector but in the larger industrial 
enterprises necessary to support rapid economic growth? 
Will these entrepreneurs emerge quickly enough to 
produce the benefits claimed for structural adjustment 
before everyone gets fed up and turns to other 
experiments to promote recovery and development in 
Africa? Or before political elites get tired of accepting 
continual risks to their positions and threats to their 
economic interests that are not offset by political or 
economic benefits, and return to their former habits of 
privatizing state resources? If the new investors are to be 
indigenous, where will they get the capital? If they are 
foreign, why would they invest in risky, poor, often 
high-cost Africa when more attractive opportunities are 
available elsewhere? 

The test of structural adjustment will be the 
appearance of new investment in manufacturing and 
services. Yet Ghana, the nearest approximation to a 
structural adjustment success in Africa, is now facing a 
threat of deindustrialization as existing manufacturing 
firms collapse with the elimination of protective trade 
barriers. Worse, according to World Bank officials, both 
savings and investment appear to be falling in Ghana 
rather than increasing. No one is certain why. 

Political Implications 
The structural adjustment experiment has potentially 
significant implications for African politics, political 
systems, and politicians themselves. Reform programs 
shift income from urban consumers to rural producers 
and from the powerful to the powerless. Until new 
investment produces an expansion in employment and 
production in the cities, some African leaders may 
have to use repression to secure their regimes or 
seek alternative sources of political support from 
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the countryside. 
The increasing attention to local elections in various 

African countries may in some cases be related to this 
need to create new support coalitions. Creation and 
maintenance of political support are made more difficult 
when state control over resources and so over patronage 
is reduced. And if a robust private manufacturing sector 
emerges (as the policy reformers hope) , it will demand a 
political voice and policies coincident with its interests. 
Could one of the long-term consequences of structural 
adjustment be a move toward greater democracy in 
Africa? 

Looking Ahead 
Some countries may eventually become structural 
adjustment successes according to the World Bank 
model. Nigeria-given its size, resources, relatively large 
number of entrepreneurs, attractiveness to private 
foreign investors (despite the well-known frustrations of 
doing business there) , and tradition of relatively lively 
domestic political debate-appears to have the best shot 
at realizing the structural adjustment dream. But the 
number of other African countries with this go-it-alone 
potential is limited. 

The kind of regional economic integration envisaged in 
the Lagos Plan of Action drawn up at the 1980 
Organization of African Unity economic summit would 
seem to offer more hope for the continent's many small, 
resource-poor, often landlocked, politically shaky 
countries than individual private-investment-led growth. 
Despite extensive experimentation in economic 
integration schemes (at least eight regional groupings 
have been established to date in sub-Saharan Africa, not 
counting the Southern African Development 

Coordination Conference [SADCC], which emphasizes 
regional coordination in aid and investment rather than 
market integration), there is little evidence of real 
progress toward the goals set at Lagos and limited 
grounds for optimism that the situation will change in the 
future. (For more on some of these groupings, see CSIS 
Africa Notes no. 4 , October 1982, "ECOWAS: 
Problems and Prospects" by Carol Lancaster; no. 11 , 
April 1983, "SADCC: A Progress Report" by Bryan 
Silbermann; and no. 56, March 1986, "Southern African 
Interdependence" by Stephen R. Lewis, Jr.) 

If the structural adjustment experiment does not work 
or does not work sufficiently rapidly, the development 
alternative facing much of Africa, the World Bank, the 
IMF, and foreign aid donors would seem to be a return to 
state management of the economy. The challenge would 
then be to find ways of making the state a promoter 
rather than an obstacle to development, more like the 
Korean state than the Zairian state. 
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